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Ericsson and Sinch evolve mobile messaging
partnership into 5G
Stockholm, Sweden – Sinch AB (publ) – XSTO: SINCH
Sinch AB (publ), a global leader in cloud communications and software for mobile operators, has been selected
by Ericsson to support its worldwide 5G rollout with messaging technology. Sinch’s SMSF (SMS Function), a
cloud-native 3GPP-specified messaging product, will be incorporated into the Ericsson core network offering.
In 5G, SMS will continue to support person-to-person (P2P) and application-to-person (A2P) messaging and
will further be extended to support new use cases, including Internet of Things (IoT). In IoT, SMS is the trusted
communication method for devices that require intermittent connectivity and where device battery
preservation is of the essence. Of the billions of IoT devices expected to come online in the coming years, many
will rely on SMS throughout the IoT and 5G network roll out.
“We are pleased to extend the Sinch-Ericsson partnership to also include SMSF and address the messaging
needs of mobile operators now embracing 5G. Sinch has proven that they can meet Ericsson’s stringent
requirements and fulfill the high expectations of Ericsson’s customers”, says Nils Viklund, Head of Solution
Area Packet Core at Ericsson.
As a global leader in Messaging, Sinch develops technology both for mobile operators and enterprise
customers. For mobile operators, the new SMSF product further expands Sinch’s messaging product portfolio
and strengthens Sinch’s position as a messaging partner. For Sinch’s many enterprise customers, who rely on
the company’s global network of direct operator connections to engage with their customers, the
announcement highlights the company’s unflinching commitment to operator messaging services.
“Sinch is honored and proud to see our partnership with Ericsson evolve and include new messaging
technologies for the 5G core network”, says Anders Olin, President and Chief Operating Officer at Sinch. “The
SMSF is an important part of the 5G core network that will help drive new operator revenues from the
explosive growth in connected IoT devices”, concludes Anders Olin.
The agreement with Ericsson builds on the existing partnership for Ericsson’s Messaging in One (MiO)
portfolio, which to date has seen Sinch deliver Messaging products to some twenty Ericsson mobile operator
customers throughout the world. The first deliveries of the Sinch SMSF as part of Ericsson’s core network are
expected to take place during 2020.
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About Sinch
Sinch brings businesses and people closer with tools enabling personal engagement. The company offers a leading cloud communications
platform for mobile messaging, voice and video, and is a trusted software provider to mobile operators around the world. Sinch solutions for
messaging, policy & charging, revenue assurance and fraud prevention let mobile operators differentiate their offer, safeguard their networks, and
grow their business. Sinch is headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden, and has local presence in more than 30 countries. Shares are traded at
NASDAQ Stockholm: XSTO: SINCH. Visit us at sinch.com.
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